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Easter day is most awaited and the greatest feast day in the Christian calendar and all Christians
celebrate the Resurrection of Jesus Christ.  Easter day is a moveable feast and there is no any
specific date in every year, it falls after the full moon.  Not only Easter day falls on after two days of
Good Friday so it is Sunday always on Eater Day in every year. People from all over the world not
only celebrate Easter Sunday but they too celebrate the whole week with their kith and kin in order
make it memorable and a lifetime affair with lots of stuffs like Easter cakes and Easter cards. The
Easter bunny or Ester Rabbit or sometimes called as Spring bunny is a picture or character shown
as a rabbit bringing Easter eggs and more often that creature brings a basket which is filled with lots
of cakes and goodies which will make children happy and joyful.

The Easter day is a day to celebrate and make the most of the available gifts and goodies from one
another. On this day, many people send Easter cards to wish their friends and family a very happy
Easter day with all good things in life. Some believe to make their Easter cards by themselves
whereas some people go to market in order to pick the best designed Easter cards which will stand
apart from others.  There are many more ways to make this festival beautiful and enjoyable by
engaging oneself in various fun activities with children and young boys and girls. Easter candies are
widely popular these days as many people take time and make various candies including Mocha
Truffles, Creamy Mocha Fudge, Chocolate Truffles, Chocolate surprise Truffles and Chocolate
Cherry Fudge are most sought after among Christians when it comes to celebrate and make the
occasion happening. Apart from Easter candies and chocolates, the Eater basket is also extremely
popular and used more often among people in order to up their fu n quotient.

Easter candy and or baskets are recent Easter day traditions as young people love to celebrate in a
different way by packing many more items like chocolates, cakes, cards and Ester eggs in this
basket before sending to anyone. The whole Christian community come together to celebrate
Easter day by making and participating in various activities with a purpose remember their rich
history and culture. The Easter party is huge in the world and celebration is also grand as compared
to any other festivals on the planet.  Easter basket is popular in all parts of the world due to its
uniqueness and it comprises many surprising gifts like coloured Easter eggs, toys for children and
sometimes candies of different flavors which will make anyone happy and content on a beautiful day
like Easter day. There are different traditions and cultures in different countries which people follow
when it comes to celebrating Easter day but no one can forget the importance of Easter bunnies
and candies once one thinks about this festivity.
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Siddharth - About Author:
Enjoy a easter 2012 with some exclusive and wonderful ideas that make your festive day much
pleasing. Try to make a easter bunny in this festive season with your family. Get some effective
ideas to make some delicious a easter candy to enjoy the sweetness and deliciousness of the day.
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